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Unlike humans, machines like Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems are not very efficient in recognizing and localizing a specific sound source in the presence of 

other sources.

Methods to improve their efficiency:

• Blind Source Separation (BSS); based on the statistical properties of the sources

• Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA); inspired by the human auditory system

This work combines the two approaches.

INTRODUCTION

• Model-based Expectation Maximization Source Separation and Localization (MESSL)

Estimates a soft mask to segregate the source signals by exploiting the EM algorithm to iteratively refine the time-frequency (T-F) regions allocated to one specific source:

• E-step: the time-frequency (T-F) points which fit a specific source model are assigned to that source.

• M-step: each source model’s parameters get updated based on the T-F points assigned to that source.

Interaural Level Differences (ILDs) and Interaural Phase Differences (IPDs) are used to model each source by Gaussian distributions  and the parameters are estimated using 

maximum likelihood. 

• Combination of the two methods:

o To improve the performance of MESSL Which a localization based method 

for closely spaced sources

oTo solve the permutation problem of frequency domain BSS by exploiting  

the MESSL approach for reliable initialization

METHODS

EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS

• Mixtures generated by adding the interfering signals at θ ={15º ,30º,..., 90º} to the target signals

at θ =0º with different reverberation times T60={0.13 s, 0.2 s,0.3 s, 0.45 s, 0.5 s, 0.55 s}

• MESSL algorithm applied to 15 mixtures for each θ and T60 with various complexity

represented by different modes

• Combined method also applied to the same mixtures to compare the algorithms

• Method performances evaluated by signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) of the segregated signal.

•Underdetermined Blind Source Separation for convolutive mixtures (BSS)

In this method the two measured signals are put together to form a new data whose elements are 2-D vectors. Then the T-F points are grouped into N clusters (N: the number of 

sources). The probability of each T-F point belonging to one specific source is also calculated similar to MESSL algorithm.

• More improvement for simpler modes compared to complex ones

• More considerable improvement for small separation angles which is highly desirable

• Improvement converges as the reverberation time increases

• Best MESSL performance occurs at most complex mode (frequency dependent) while the combined

method works much better at frequency independent mode.

The pattern in the masks is the 

same, but more distinct areas are 

in the combined method  

showing that each time 

frequency point is assigned to 

one source with more 

confidence 

CONCLUSIONS

T60=0.45 s


